Let the infimum in this problem (possibly + °c or -oo) be denoted by F(tQ, t., cQ, cA. Our aim is to derive, from various assumptions on L, results on the continuity and growth properties of F, as well as the existence of arcs for which the infimum is attained.
These results yield the existence of optimal arcs in more general types of problems, for instance control problems with unilateral constraints, variable to have the value + oo, and only very weak regularity conditions are imposed, is essential, of course, in achieving this degree of applicability.
We assume throughout that L(t, x, v) is lower semicontinuous in (x, v) and measurable in (t, x, v) with respect to the cr-algebra in [fl, bl x Rn x R" generat- In most of our results, we invoke the boundedness condition in a somewhat stronger form by applying it, not to H itself, but to a certain function HQ which majorizes H. We define HQ to be the least of all the extended-real-valued functions on [fl, bl x Rn x Rn which majorize H and are upper semicontinuous and concave in the x argument. Thus for each t £ la, bl and p £ Rn we have \ix, a) £ Rn x R1] a< HQit, x, p)\ = cl co{(x, a) £ R" x pA\ a< Hit, x, p)\.
In the important case where Lit, x, v) is convex in (x, v), the boundedness condition on H and the boundedness condition on zV" are equivalent, and in fact Observe that if L does not depend on t, the boundedness condition is satisfied by HQ provided only that HQ is nowhere + oo (equivalently: for each p there is at least one affine function on R" majorizing the function x -► Hix, p)).
To state the main theorems, we introduce some further notation and terminol-
ogy. An extended-real-valued function / on R" x R" is said to satisfy the (Observe that the right side of (1.5) is convex in (c", cA.) We define
(1.7) S = i(/0, tx)\ a<t0<tx< b\,
(1.8) S( = \itQ, tx)\ a < t0< tx< b, tx -tQ < e\, (1 (a) The infimum defining F('n. t , c", c A is attained by at least one arc x for each (tQ, tv cQ, cx) in S(x R" x R".
(b) F is lower semicontinuous relative to S x R" x R".
(c) The function F(tn, t., -, ■) satisfies the growth condition (G ) for each it t ) £ S . (a) The infimum defining FitQ, i., cQ, cA is attained by at least one arc x for each (tQ, t., cQ, c A in S x R" x R".
(b) F is lower semicontinuous relative to S x R" x R". R" x R" for each (tQ, tx) £ S.
In the case of Theorem 3 with p(t) = pQ £ R", condition (1.11) requires simply that the function 
if \x(t)\ < r for all t. Since q>(t, r, 0) is summable in t, the conclusion is apparent.
Lemma 2. Suppose that Hn nowhere has the value + oo. Define
Then LAt, •, •) is for each t £ [a, bl the greatest, lower semicontinuous, convex Proof. Let ß: [a, bl -> R such that (3.17) 0 < w(t) . x + ß(t) for all t if x £ B.
We then have (3.18) max {Mr, x, p),-8ß(x)\ <w(t) • x+ \a(t)\ + \ß(t)\ for all x and t, and consequently (3.19) H'it, x, p') < w(t) • x + \a(t)\ + \ß(t)\.
Since the right side of (3.19) is affine in x, the left side can be replaced by H'Q(t, x', p'). Thus We have shown this for q0 ¿ 0, but it also holds trivially for qQ = 0 by (3.36). Thus (3-59) (p0, P(p0)) eri C2 if p0 eßr.
Here P is again affine. Once more we use the fact provided by Theorem 5 that C2 has the same relative interior as the set C2 in (3.4), and that the convex function G in (3-45) is finite and continuous on ri C, . This implies in view of (3.59) that the function p" -> G(p0, Pip A) is bounded above on B , say by aQ.
We see then from (3-45) that (3.60) Fia, b, c0, cA> P(p0). cx-pQc0-a0 if pQ e Bf.
Since P is an affine mapping, we have P(pQ) = AxpQ + bx, where A, £ R" x" and fe, e R". Substituting this expression in (3-60) and letting A denote the transpose of A ., we obtain Fia, b, c0, cx) > sup i(A"jP0 + bx) ■ cx-p0. c0-aj (3.61) \P0\<r
= -a0+ bx-cx + r\c0-A.c.\. To put this in the above form, we simply define
Kit, x, v, u) = fQ(t, x, u) ii x £ X(t), u £ U(t, x), (4-9) and v= fit, x, u), -+0« in all other cases.
It is clear that then the integral (4.2) (assuming it is well defined-see below)
has the value + 00 unless the constraints (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) are satisfied, so that minimizing (4.2) subject to (4.3) is identical to the control problem just stated. The question is whether the sets (4.13) are closed and (4.12) is measurable. The fact that the sets (4.13) are closed is obvious from the closedness of G and continuity of fit, -, •) relative to G a. Our assumptions imply the measurability of the mapping it, x, v, u) -» fit, x, u) -v, so that the measurability of (4.12) is also immediate. We avoid any such direct assumptions below. This is achieved through a boundedness condition on (4.21) L(t, x(t), xit)) dt = mini \ Kit, x(t), xit), uit)) dt\ u measurable) .
